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Hold W ork Day
For Students
On Saturday

Friday, Oct. 9, 1942

Sophs Defeat
Freshmen in
Annual Battle
Freshmen Now Have
To Wear Green Caps
Until Thanksgiving

College People to
Finish Digging Pipe;
Peabody Fence to Go
To aid in the nationwide drive,
and to furnish Lawrence students
with purposeful leisure time ac
tivity is the aim of the All-College
.\^ork Day to be held Saturday af
ternoon. Although plan? are still
being formulated, the business of
the day will be to finish digging the
steampipe and to take down the
ience around Peabody.
It is also hoped to obtain the
permission of the authorities to con
duct a canvass of all the buildings
on campus for scrap metal, obso
WANNA BE A MUMMY, FROSH?— The digging out of the old pipeline, for which volun
lete metal equipment and the like. teers ore still needed, is going to serve another purpose besides the very patriotic one of
I f this should not be enough work supplying scrap iron to beat the Axis.
"Our Boy Prexy" Grady, who is showing signs of great
for an entire afternoon, it has been statesmanship (to save metal he also dropped his campaign promise of "one pencil sharpener
suggested that the students might in every room"), has announced that one of the ditches is going to be left open "therein to
help in cleaning up the section of bury olive any Frosh who might, with wormy inexperience, dare disobey our democratic laws
the campus along the river bank.
concerning the wearing of the green"!!!
Various Projects
The system of apportioning the
various projects has not been as yet
definitely decided, but will proba
bly be conducted through the fra
ternities and
dormitories. More
specific notice will be given at
meal times in the near future.
The cooperation of many students
Miss Frances Murphy, instructor
is asked for this worthwhile drive,
in
philosophy; James Clos^ associ
for this is a thing in which the indU'idtfbr can be of greatest impor
LtoA Invites College
ate professor of economics; Edwir
tance. If you remember seeing any
Miller, associate professor of biolo
Students to Attend
discarded metal in Science Hall, the
gy; and Gerhard Willecke, instruc
Observatory, or any of the other
Affair at Sage Hall
tor of physics: have been appointed
buildings on campus, inform the
Meeting on River Bank
to the Lawrence college faculty by
Pep committee as to its location,
This
afternoon
the
Lawtence
President
Barrows.
and be on hand Saturday to help
Opens Festivities;
Previously to her appointment to
Women's association w ill hold a
collect it.
the
Lawrence
faculty.
Miss
M
ur
Coe Game Is Big Event
tea in honor of Miss Charlotte Wolphy was on the faculty of Wells and
laeger, the new dean of women.
Homecoming
this year will call
Brown colleges and was employed
Miss Edna Wiegand and Miss Anne by the R. H. Macy company of New
for added ingenuity on the part of
Jones, as L.W.A. advisers, will York. Mr. Close taught at Weber
all students because of war restric
Winter
Park.
Florida, tions. The festivities will open
pour. All college students arc in  college.
vited to drop in at Russell Sage where he was also vice president of with the pep meeting on the river
the school.
bank behind Ormsby Friday night,
from 3 until 4:30 to greet Miss WolEdwin Miller has been on the fac October 23. Freshmen women are
laeger and to see old friends on ulty at Louisiana State and Mr.
to wear night shirts and the men
the faculty and in the student Willecke was an instructor at Kiel
175 Students Shovel
pajamas for the pep session and
body.
high school. Kiel, Wisconsin.
This is the first in a series of
For Buried Treasure
Enter the homecoming slogan
teas and open houses sponsored by
contest! Two theatre tickets will
the Lawrence Women's association Ariel Positions Open
In Form of Iron Pipe
be given as prises for the best
throughout the entire year. Their
S or 6-word slogans. Drop yonr
The Lawrence college student object is to foster friendship and To Those Interested
entries in the box on the first
body is digging trenches. Far from good times between faculty and
Ariel Editor Frank Haack an
floor corridor at Main hall.
the world’s battlefields, the effort student body.
nounced today that all students in 
Is nevertheless directly connected
A large number of faculty and terested in yearbook work should
the torch light procession which
w ith the war. Twenty-eight ton? of of men and women of the student apply at the Ariel office. Monday will follow immediately after.
scrap iron and steel lies six feet body attend each tea, whether it be afternoon. October 12, from 1:30 to
House decorations must be up
under the campus sod in the form at Sage or at Ormsby, to enjoy the 4. Positions are open in the pro
by 5 o’clock Friday, and judging
of an old steam line, part of the company, the refreshments and the duction. photographic and business
will take place at 5:30. Judges will
central heating plant. A new line incidental music.
Freshmen par end of the deal.
be Miss Charlotte Wollaeger, Miss
was installed this summer, but the ticularly are urged to turn out for
Francis Murphy, Professor James
cost of labor prevented the removal these informal get-to-gethers. Reg
Close. Professor Walter Read and
VESPERS SUNDAY
of the old
ulation campus clothes are in or
Mr. Roger Sherman.
This year,
The students then offered to dig der at every open house, so any
Vespers will be held again this
committees from the sororities will
out the old pipe if the faculty Friday an L.W.A. function is an
Sunday at 6:15 in the Chapel. All
collaborate in decorating the Union
would help them. The professors nounced, be sure to drop in. Ev
students are invited to attend.
and Pan-Hell under the direction
and administration, from President erybody’s welcome.
of Dee Framberg. The Union,
Thomas N. Barrows down, agreed
however, will not be included in
and work has commenced with 175
the competition.
diggers spending an average of two
Decorations
hours each day. A union welder is
All fraternity houses and men’s
among the student body, and it is
and women’s dormitories will also
expected that considerable pipe
be decorated as usual. A ten-dollar
w ill be exposed for him to cut be
lim it has been set for the cost of
fore the second day's operations are
Which all reminds me of another the decorations, but all groups are
“Sure, Mike, and O i’m all con
completed.
Many of the workers are mem fused. Oi just can’t for the life o’ Pat and Mike story I heard, which urged to keep expenses as low as
bers of Lawrence’s physical fitness me figgure it out. It just can’t be, in turn reminds me of what not possible. Simplicity and original
to print here, which in turn re ity will count more than elaborate
classes under the direction of A th
minds me what to print here—a ness.
letic Director A. C. Denney. An that’s all.”
The annual homecoming parade
“But Pat. if it can’t bo, why is few more of the details of the
iron fence set in concrete is an
donying what “wearing of the green” by the w ill be held Saturday morning. No
other bit of campus scrap that it? You can’t be
mode of transportation essential to
your own eyes are a’tellin you. class of ’46.
awaits the salvage crew.
And O i’ for one am a seein’ green
Last year’s freshman class was the war effort may be used for
everywhere.”
trounced by the sophs, and said the floats. Floats must be drawn
The first regular meeting of
“A ll me life O i’ve thought that frosh wore arm bands and caps by horses, bicycles or manpower.
the Executive Committee will be
The pep band w ill provide music
the most important day o’ the year faithfully until Thanksgiving.
held in Main hall room 11, Sun
This year—well, why rub it in for the parade, and awards will be
was March 17th, and now along
day, October 11 at 2 o’clock. At
comes this
bunch o’ Lawrence You’ll soon be seeing green caps presented to the group having the
this
time the subcommittee
freshmen and sets me to wonderin’. on all the way — underclassmen best float.
chairmen will present their re
Following the parade, the six
Sure and it might be that the pres girls as well as boys. I ’m told that
ports to the committee.
Thi3 ident has changed the date of St. the girls asked to wear caps instead sororities w ill hold open house for
is an open meeting and all stu
Patrick’s day, too.”
of arm bands, but we wouldn’t all students at the Union.
dents are asked to attend.
The homecoming game with Coe
“Why Mike, every third person think of taking advantage of them
Oi see is a wearin’ a green cap— by making them respond to “button college is set for 1:30 at W hiting
field. A patriotic theme w ill be
’tis truly confusin* to me weary frosh,” would we?
Button, Frosh
mind.Or would we?
Turn to Page 7, Col. 9

Tea Honors New
Dean of W om en

Barrows Names
Four Teachers
To '42-43 Staff

Lawrence Digs
In to Recover
Tons of Scrap

Freshmen to G et Green Caps;
Girls Have to "Button" Too

Group M akes
Tentative Plans
For Homecoming

After Monday’s pitched battle fa
the quad, even the most vigorous
All-College day could not help but
resemble a Sunday School picnic.
However, the Sophs and Frosh col
lected the usual quota of black
eyes and sprained fingers in Wed
nesday's traditional
fight.
The
Sophs had Whiting field all pad
locked when their opponents ar
rived. It took some minutes for
the formidable frosh to crawl over
the barbed wire fence and estab
lish their positions. Perhaps the
climb was too much for them, but
when the dust had cleared after
the fray, the Sophomores had the
victory—7-2.
Frosh representatives won the
girl’s relay and the boy’s horseback
fight while the obstacle race, men's
relay, men's and girte tug of war,
human croquet, balloon event and
the bag race were all carried off
by the class of ’45 Disgusting to
the blood-thirsty members of the
student body was the fact that no
de-pantsing activies followed the
contests, but the good sportsmanship
on both sides cannot but be ac
knowledged.
With a Sophomore victory, the
Freshmen will be obliged to wear
“The Green'* ’til Thanksgiving day.
At the request of many students;
both boys and girls will wear cape
this year, and armbands will be
eliminated. The caps will be re
ceived shortly and w ill be sold ut
cost in the dormitories.
Dan Scully and Jane Brown led
the victorious sophomore forces
while Carol Newell and Dick Zim 
merman directed the freshmen ac
tivities.

Alumni Serve
Armed Forcees
Medical Corps Grants
Commission to Former
Lawrence Students
Lawrentian alumni arc not slack
when it comes to serving for Uncle
Sam in this war.
Kenneth E. Sannes of Scandina
via, Wisconsin, who received hie
B. A. degree in 1939 here at Law
rence. is now included among the
Naval
Air
cadets
“sprouting
wings” at the Navy’s “Annapolis
of the Air” at Pennsacola, Florida,
where, after completion of
the
course, he will take his place with
the United Nations’ forces.
Another Lawrentian now in ser
vice is Dr. Ralph B. Mullenix, ex
'25. who is stationed at Santa Bar
bara. California, on the surgical
staff of an army hospital after hav
ing received his commission as
Major in the Medical corps.
Bearing the rank of Colonel, Dr.
William Phillip Corr. class of *21. is
in command of the medical staff of
an army hospital at Santa Bar
bara, California. Dr. Corr is n for
mer Lawrence student who com
pleted his pre-medical course here.

— IB 5 111 b o a r d — i
Oct. 9—L. W. A. Open House
3:30-4:30 Sage.
10—Work day — scrap col
lection,
14—Army - Navy - Marine
corps college procure
ment board.
17—Football—Monmouth at
Lawrence.
22—Artist’s series — HelCM
Jepson.
24—Homecoming — football
—Coe at Lawrence.
31—Football — Lawrence at
Ripon.
Nov. 7—Football —• Lawrence al
Beloit.
11—Mid-Semester
Reporta
due.
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Barrows Leads Lawrentians in
Choose M em bers All-Out
Attack on Steam Pipes
Of Contributor
Literary Staff
Eight Students Plan
To Edit All-Campus
Poems, Short Stories
BeaUice I’ctcrson, editor of the
Contributor, has announced the fol
lowing students as members of (he
aditorial staff for the magazine:
Bettie Halliday, Harry Pearson, Pat
Ladwig, Ken Bahnson, Betty K in
der, Jaye Schoff, associate editors,
•n d Jean Pond, art editor. This
staff will decide for the two issues
published this year which creative
efforts of Lawrence writers to ap
pear in the publication. The staff
»elections were made with difficul
ty from a large group of applicants
After careful consideration of crea Gertrude Clover
tive and critical abilities, literary
background, and tastes.
Bettie Halliday, senior, is well
toad in literature and served on
the staff last year. She has been
active also on the Ariel, the Lawrcntian, and in French club, as well
as being a councillor.
Pearson, senior, lias a sound lit- j
•la r y background, majoring in Re- j
tiaissancc literature. Tliis year he j
Instructor at Con Has
Is also taking creative writing un
der Professor Beck.
Studied
Many Years in
Active On Campus
Tat Ladwig, senior, active in
U. S., Germany, Italy
Campus affairs and a past council
lor. has had criticism and writing
Gertrude Clavcr, instructor in pi
techniques under Bcck. She has ano at the Conservatory, will give
had published some of her work in the first recital of the season Mon
past issues of the Contributor.
day. October 19, at 8 p. m. Mrs.
Bahnson, sophomore, has shown Ciaver is well known in the middle
much promise and ability in writ west for her interpretation of both
ing. He had stories printed in the classic and modern music.
magazine last year. Versatile in
Her early training was taken un 
his interes's, Ken ii j f'Mitball play der Henry W. J. Ruifork at the
er nnd at present councillor at Leipzig conservatory. Mrs. Ciaver
Brokaw.
continued her studies at Drake uni
Betty Kinder, sophomore, shared versity and the American Conserv
the Hick's prize for poetry with atory of Music where she received
Bob Carter last year, with her her Bachelor of Music and Masters
poem **Ncw Beauty.” She combines degrees. Her extensive and thor
poetic talents with a sharp analyti ough training continued in Berke
cal ability.
ley, California, with E. Robert
Jaye Schoff. sophomore, display Schmidts—thence to Italy for study
ed her analytical powers last year with Alfredo Casella.
in forensics and round table discus
Private Studio
sions. She was a member of the
She taught piano, harmony and
subsidiary staff last year and wrote pedagogy at Dos Moines university
for the Lawrcntian.
and had a private studio in Berke
Jean Pond, junior, has been ac ley before coming to Lawrence
tive in the art department through where she has instructed for the
out her career. She reveals much last seven years.
Interest and background in art and
For two years in succession, Mrs.
will handle the individual contri Ciaver gave lecture recitals on mod
butions from the art field.
ern music. Last year, at the Con
Next Week
servatory. she presented an excel
Announcement of the subsidiary lent lccturc-recital on the Sonata
•taff will be made next week in form.
the Lawrcntian.
A considerable
The students and faculty are cor
and attractive program is lined .up. dially invited to attend the recitals
including lectures by various mem given by the conservatory.
bers of the English department on
the technique of creative writing,
contributions in short stories, essays,
criticism, approaches to art, modern
and poetry from the students. Hand
trends in literature and other writ
In your creative efforts to any
ing problems, as well as criticism
member of the staff, to any pro
of manuscripts. It it the function
fessor in the English department, or
al objective of the subsidiary staff
drop it at the Ariel office.
to provide opportunity for sugges
tion. criticism, aid. and inspiration
among its members in their own .
writing. Essentially, the subsidiary !
staff W’ill be the laboratory out of
which the work of these aspirants j
will come in good shape to the edi
torial staff for consideration.
The main staff lias started work
and is looking forward to many .
A fa r e e l l e 's H

President Barrows gave his over
alls a decisive tug and said, "Go to
it, men;" Dean Hamilton, knee-high
puddlejumpers concealing his gray
covert cloth, poised his pick; m ut
tering something about the curri
culum at Stephens should include
this. Dean Paul Anderson swung a
mean shovel.
Which all leads to the conclu
fion that where else but on Lawxence campus would the faculty,
coeds, and the male animal turn
out in a body, seemingly to dig
ditches. But there is gold in "them
thair ditches" for Lawrentians, and
it’s all in a day’s work when the
purpose is unearthing old steam
pipes for the scrap melal drive.
Future corporals, welders, and
masters of gymnastics, make a name
for yourself, reach the first rung
in the ladder of success, dig your
way to fame. Or if digging a ditch
is too lowly for you, and you'd
be more interested in a four star
rating at Peabody House, the next
project will be the removal of an
iron fence outside of Peabody.
‘What can we do,” you’ve been
saying, Well, here’s the opportun
ity to do your part in remembering
Pearl Harbor. Frosh, Fem, and frat,
come one and all—let's unearth the
peace pipe for Uncle Sam!
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Hold First
Meeting of
School Year
Executive Committee
Discusses Finances
Of Student Groups

College Students
On Loan to School
Official States
America's college students are
living on borrowed time. "There is
no commitment that any man may
complete his college education."
So spoke Harvey H. Bundy, as
sistant to the secretary of war, in
an address to Yale freshmen.
Willingness of the government to
permit young men to enter college
rather than go into the fighting
front was described by Bundy as
a "loan'' and an “experiment.”
" If the loan to the college be
comes a method by which men who
ought to be in the thick of the bat
tle avoid the hazards of war; il
the colleges retain any of the as
pects of the country club which
have been painfully evident in the
past; if the men who can afford to
go to .college are considered as a
separate class exempted overlong
from fighting, the experiment will
be a dismal failure and will not long
continue,” Bundy said.
What the government expects of
the colleges is an increasing num 
ber of professional men fitted for
"greater future service to their
country," Bundy declared. <ACP>

Various phases of student gov
ernment and the problems to be
met in the next few weeks were dis
cussed at an informal Executive
Committee meeting held last Wed
nesday in the Town Girls room.
One of the first questions to face
the Executive Committee concerns
the money not used by the sub
committee allotments of the previ
ous year. This money reverts back
to the Executive Committee to be
realloted.
Discuss Gripes
Among the numerous gripes dis
cussed at the meeting were the
compulsory attendance of upper
classmen to the Dean's talks with
new students, the Administration's
overpowering attitudes and disre
gard for student legislation, and
a summary of the financial report
for the coming year.
The Executive Committee is anx Lawrence Alumnus
ious to know the student's opin
ion toward the Ariel this year. Organizes Glee Club
Granted that costs of printing have
Lester Schultz, Con ’41, is organ
gone up and there is a war, do the izing Fcott Field’s first glee club.
students want a larger Ariel than The Illinois air field officers are
!ast year, one that would approxi
furnishing all of the music for the
mate the Ariels of previous years?
group. Schultz, who taught public
Give your opinions to your repre
school music until he was drafted
Four plastic products developed sentative.
August 10, is now holding try-outs
from farm products and farm
for the organization. The group
wastes in laboratories of the engin Button, Frosh
w ill give several programs later.
eering experiment station of Iowa
State college, and showing definite
commcrcial possibilities, have been
announced by Dr. O. R. Sweeney,
research professor of chemical en
gineering at the college.
In general. Dr. Sweeney says,
these products could be substituted i
at a low cost for phenolic plastics
in brown and black and possibly
lor
thot
dark red colors. They compare fav
qW ° ° X
v*ear
orably with the phenolic plastics in
I've 9 °°e _ W(00 o<
strength, appearance and water re
sistance.
The first is a soybean meal plas
du,ob'e^
9° " °* c° ! S ortv
con sto°
** n
tic which has excellent strength and
could be molded by compression
molding. Two are made from corn
cob resins. They have good strength
and can be used in continuous con
tact with water. The fourth is a
hydrolyzed cornstalk plastic which
has excellent strength, good appear
ance and good water resistance.
In the laboratory, the raw mater
ial costs for these plastics ranged
from 3 to 6 cents per pound.
o 9 ?| h o P

Holds First
Piano Recital
Of New Season Iowa State Labs

Develop Four New
Plastic Products

Reverend Bell Leads
New Discussion Group
The first of a series of discussions
on courtship and marriage was held
Sunday night, under the leader
ship of the Reverend Robert Bell
of the Presbyterian church. The
subject was dating and friendship.
The group aims to compare male
and female view points. The dis
cussions w ill be held every other
Sunday upstairs in the Union Im 
mediately after vespers.

BELLING'S D RU G STORE
y p o • A lle rg ic

C o s m e tic s

Long
sleeved
sweater with crew
neck a-top a pair
of gray manswear
flannel slacks.

204 E. College Ave.
Phone 131

Appleton, Wisconsin

HAMBURGERS and

Good Food At Moderate Prices

MALTED MILKS
GO TOGETHER
STOP IN TODAY

Tea Room
ond Restaurant

SNIDER'S
RESTAURANT

114 E. College Ave.

* • F A S H IO N S H O P

117 E. College Aye.
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Fraternities, Sororities
Get Social Programs Started

N

Phi Delts, D.G.'s
Lead Greeks
Phi Tau's, Kappa Delts
Take Second Place
In Scholarship Race
Phi Delta Theta and Delta G am 
ma led the fraternities and soror
ities of Lawrence College in schol
arship during the past year it was
revealed by Miss Dorothy Draheini,
registrar.
The Delta Gamma sorority had
an average of 1.862 to top all of the
Greek letter organizations. The Phi
DelU’ mark was 1.44U. Points are
figured on the basis of 3 points for
an A average. 2 points for a B. and
1 point for a C. The non-«orority
average was 1.648. and the nonfraternity average 1.463.
The averages are as follows:

OW that the frosh-soph battle is over and everyone is (supposedly)
settled down and going to the right labs, the fraternities and
sororities arc getting in stride with pledge doings and weekend
parties.
The Pi Phi rooms will be the scene of a tea Sunday when the pledge*
entertain all freshmen and transfer girls. A picnic is planned for next
week, the weather man willing.
The first Alpha Chi pledge meeting was held at the home of popular
alum Miss Tarr. The actives surprised the freshmen with taffy apples.
Today they travel to Tellulah park for a picnic.
Tellulah Park was also the locale
of the DG pledge and active picnic ing will be the favorite pastime of
on the first. And for tomorrow, the the Phi Taus this Sunday. They’ll
freshmen, under pledge president
return to the house for eats after
Louise Framberg, have cooked up a
barn party complete with hay at the ward.
Phi Delt pledges elected officer*
little gym. The pledges of all sorori
ties are invited. Wear your blue- this week: president, Ralph Buesjeans, girls.
ing: vice president. Bob Tennant;
On Uie first the Thetas gathered
for a big-and-little sister at the secretary, Jim Nolan; treasurer,
West End, and gobbled frog legs Gus Radford; and athletic manager,
and steak to heart's contest. The KD Bob Morgan. Their regular fall pic
actives entertained the pledges at a
nic is scheduled for Sunday.
dessert party Thursday. A get-to
The strains of music you'll hear
gether at the rooms is slated for to
coming from the Beta house tomor
morrow.
Theater Party
row night w’ill be the real McCoy.
• Last Sunday the SAI*s had a thea Howard Farrand’s orchestra will
ter party. Actives and pledges saw play for their pledge dance which
“Crossroads.”
will be chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs.
The A.D. Pis had a bang-up cokc Troyer and Mrs. Boettcher, their
and popcorn party in their rooms new house mother. The new treas
last Sunday. The actives entertain urer is Duke Ruppenthal, who takes
ed the pledges with an impromptu the place of Jim Benn, now in serv
program and the pledges came ice.
right back with talent of their own.
Monday night the group pledged New Honorary Society
Marian
Hicken. Congratulations.
Marian? Pledge officers for the For Journalists Begun
group are as follows: Pat Donnell,
president; Dolores Horrig. secre At Eastern College
tary: Carol Newell, treasurer: and
A new college honorary frater
B. J. LeGoff, historian.
nity for student journalists Is start
The quad, always the scene of ac
ing its first academic year at the
tivity, is humming with plans for a
University of Connecticut. The or
full weekend The Delts, under
prexy Patten, are all set for a splash ganization Sigma Upsilon Iota, call«
party tonight, with a tentative pic itself Alpha chapter, and members
nic on the calendar for Sunday. are pledged to promote formation
They have been plenty busy this of other chapters.
A resolution to this effect was
week too. with six warts crawling
around underfoot. These are Bill passed when it was noted there ars
Burton. Joe Greco, Garvey Blick. no national journalistic fraternities
John Dyer, Jim Stuart, and John for students not attending schools
of jouralism.
Wadd.
James Dawson, editor of the Con
Go Hayriding
The Sig Eps are looking forward necticut Campus, is president of
to one of their famous record par Sigma Upsilon Iota. Joe Neiman of
ties Saturday night, while Sunday the Hartford Courant staff is na
is reserved for picnecking. Hayrid- tional alumni secretary. (ACP>

A

T h in g
Is

Fraternities:

LAWRENCE DIGS FOR SCRAP— President Thomas N Barrows of Lawrence college is seen in the upper picture digging
away as the entire faculty and student body turns out to re
trieve for scrap metal old steam pipes which underlie the cam
pus. Jock Rosenberg, (lower picture) college engineer, is cut
ting a pipe with a torch. (Post-Crescent Photos.)

Join Scrap Drive

Radio Players Present Group
Of Plays During School Year
The Lawrence college radio play
ers (imposing sounding little group
that is) is rearing itself out of the
depths of—well just out of the
depths. But now, none of this friv
olity. That is a very serious under
taking. This year the radio players
w ill valiantly present one half hour
play a week for your private con
sumption (who knows some other
unsuspecting soul may listen in
too.)
This year not only will Norman
Corwin and Arch Oboloer be on the
fair bill of playwrights but also
some Lawrentians. The productions
w ill be completely student pro
duced. All actors and sound men
(women gladly accepted) will be
college students and the direction
will also be in student hands alto
gether.
The exact time and date of these
auspicious plays w ill be announced
in a later issue of the Lawrentian.
But for those of you who are inter
ested in radio work whether it is
from a technical, dramatic, (or even
esthetic, we hope), this is your
chance. See Jeanne Foote and give
her your name and qualifications
and tell her what you would like to
do. All students are eligible to take
oftrt in radio plays. And optimists
th«.t we are, we hope they all will.
P. S. Don’t forget now. And for
the benefit of the freshmen. If you
search in vain, you’ll finally find
Jeanne third chair from right end
in the Union, at any hour.

Phi Delta Theta ....................1.449
Phi Kappa Tau ......................1.40.)
Beta Theta Pi ....................... 1.398
Delta Tau Delta ....................1.237
Sigma Phi Epsilon .............. 1.166
Sororities:
Delta Gamma ....................... 1.862
Kappa Delta ......................... 1701
Kappa Alpha Theta .............1.614
Alpha Delta Pi ..................... 1.577
Pi Beta Phi ...........................1.533
Alpha Chi Omega ................ 1.523

G IV E

o f
a

B e a u ty

Jo y

F o re v e r

G IF T S O F B E A U T Y ,

G ifts

T h a t W ill B e A p p r e c ia te d
A n d R e m em be red As
T im e G o e s O n

M A R X JE W E L E R S

APPLETON!
Starts FRIDAY!
D O R O T H Y LAMOUR

Headquarters for . . .
Ladies' TOWN & COUNTRY

Chemical Society Meets
Tiie 102nd meeting of the North
east Wisconsin section, American
Chemical society will be held at
Lawrence college. The speaker of
the evening will be Dr. J. Alden
Murray of the Plaskon company,
Toledo. Ohio, who will speak on
“The Use of Urea-Formaldehyde in
Plastics and Paper.”

SPORT

CLOTHES
SUEDE & LEATHER

A CX E r s
S k i S u its

★

Buetow's Beauty Shop
225 E. College Ave.

Phone 902

P a rk a s

★
R e v e rs ib le s

Hopfensperger Brothers
Incorporated

M EATS

★
Complete Selection
featured at

Pond Sport Shop
133 E. COLLEGE AVE.
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follows: The editor must know who wrote
the article, but if the writer so desires, his
name w ill not be printed.

Grin and Bear It

■yUchly

T hroughout the year numerous columns
w hich deal w ith affairs of interest and which
are w ritten in a satirical fashion w ill appear.
However, none of the so-called “d irt” columns
w ill be perm itted.
Last year the Law rentian received “A ll
A m erican” rating by the Collegiate press. Thera
were 17 college newspapers out of 70 in the
United States that received this honor. The
L aw rentian staff this year w ill aim to m aintain
this high standard of journalism .

Editor-In-Chief
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Krnnrth Coffman
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Come on Students, Let's
Support College Band

W

E L L , it looks like it is going to be a
struggle again this year to get a pep band
at the football game. We had one last S atur
day, but it was small, as well as not very good.
It is a shame that we can’t get a better band
«■rnaaSNTBO rom national »ovmiiun« ■»
out
there to act as an incentive to the team.
National Advertising Service, Inc.
ColU tr H*Ui$h*rt R rprtitn u itvt
J
Certainly this year’s team deserves as m uch
420 Madison Avi
New Yomk. N. V.
support as possible. In fact, it seems to m e it
CMICA40 • loi to» • 10« ABSIlft * SA* f»A»CI»CO
is the responsibility of every student that plays
an instrum ent to'be in the band at the games.
The conservatory has always asked for a
voice in student affairs, and now it has it. Now
let them accept some of the responsibility that
goes w ith it. Their responsibility comes now
r P H E L A W R E N T IA N editors w ill attem pt to
in regards to the pep band. In my opinion, it
X
keep the editorials of this paper unbiased
is the duty of the musical part of our school
and unprejudiced, using only campus affairs as
to see that the band IS a success.
subject m aterial.
"They always kiss before they alt down to a game of bridge . • , It's
A ll students have the opportunity to express
In line w ith the pep band problem, last
usually their last kiss for a week . •
their opinions on matters of common interest
Saturday, when the band started to play, the
in the So They Say column. The only restric
cheerleaders started to lead a cheer, or vice
him doubt himself. He regains con
tion placed on contributors to this colum n is as
versa. L et’s get together on those things.
fidence and solves the mystery after his psychiatrist friend quotes
Proverbs: that a man is what his
heart says he is.
Crossroads
A ll of the stock situations are
BY BETTI« H A LLID A Y
there: tense moments when the
OLLW OO D ia busy turning audience doubts Powell's authenUST to relieve any doubts which
out e s c a p e entertainment, ticity; gay romantic moments w ith
you may have in your minds,
two hours of delightful fan glamorous Hedy, fairly amusing
fired and glazed and was a lovely
let me assure my fitful read BY JEAN WOODFORD POND
tasy to get a weary public away quips and added to this a half way
Little Ambrose, class of '46, push cream color.
ers who, first, read this column in
from cares and troubles. Maybe the successful attempt to make a psy
" It’s a Christmas present for my theory has value; with that 1 will chological study of the old action,
the last issue of the Lawrentian ed open the door of Old Main and
and, second, by some quirk of cautiously peeked around to see Mother" he said. "But you probably not quibble, but it is what Holly romance story.
wood calls entertainment that JjothIt’s well turned and amusing, but
chance remembered what they read, what he could see. And guess what would be more comfortable if you ers me. Some of the trite musical is just isn’t well enough turned.
that 1 did not lift any idea or he saw . . . Nothing! The place was got the clay off your face. If you comedies they produce lack humor, The situations are stock and the
phrases from President’s BorrOw's empty . . . thoroughly and com go down to the end of the hail, you amusement, and, as far as I'm con outcome inevitable. 1 grant that
cerned, would lack an audience.
there are just so many situations
speech in convocation of the pre pletely empty . . . or at least, so will find a sink."
CROSSROADS, with W i l l i a m to draw upon, but if a play or mo
vious Monday. In fact, the copy Ambrose thought. You see, this was
Ambrose wandered off into dark Powell and Hedy Lamarr, doesn't vie is convincing enough the audi
went under the editors pencil the the first time since Ambrose had ness, still amazed at what he had quite fit into that category, how ence is conscious of the framework
day before, and its fate was un reached college, that he had dared seen, when all of a sudden some ever. It’s a typical fantasy with the underneath.
faintest brushing of realistic detail
Powell does his part well, but he
known to me until it appeared in to enter Main hall when he didn't thing caught around his neck.
to keep up the credulity. The set is much better as a sophisticated
print. Therefore, 1 absolve myself
Long,
slimy
ribbons
hit
his
face.
ting: a mystical kingdom callcd and witty detective. He overplays
of any motive of plagiarism. One have to. And he had a reason. It "Help!" he yelled. And then the
France fit is more like Graustark). his part to the point of being melo
might even say, judging from prec was night now and Ambrose had an light came on. He was in the dark
Those involved: a suave young dip dramatic, and this ia unusual since
edence, if there was any plagarism itching curiosity. Day alter day af
room where films were drying. His lomat who is a victim of amnesia, Powell is generally quite clever in
—tch, tch Mr. Barrows—but as one ter day, regularly in fact. Ambrose
friend laughed and showed him the crux of the conflict around his interpretation of a role. Hedy
only might say that, one will not.
trudged gleefully (?) up to the sec
\yhich the story hinges. He is is wonderful; she can merely stand
where to wash.
*
*
*
ond floor and every day as he came
“This is where the students who married to a princess (they don't still in one of those Schiaparelli
It was rather surprising, how down from the second floor he
ever pleasantly ho, that the fellows looked tout of the corner of his are interested in photography can come right out and say she is of creations and take one's breath
develop and enlarge pictures. It is royal blood, but she certainly lived away. The same criticism I applied
•nd—to keep peace in this big hap
eye, mind you) at the stairs going
up to the conventional description). to Powell holds for Basil Rathbone.
really quite complete."
py family—gals took to the little
An elaborate blackmail scheme He has done much better villainy
ditch digging project with such gus up and he wondered what lay in
Freshly scrubbed and awed by
to. | would like to believe that the mysterious beyond (the third some of the beautiful pictures built up by Claire Trevor and Basil in his day. Claire Trevor really
the action was inspired primarily and fourth floors.) So tonight he around, Ambrose beamed on his Rathbone undermines Powell's self turns in the best performance,
confidence like so many little Iagos especially good is the singing scene
friend.
by a patriotie motive, but unfortu decided to find out.
Carefully, and yet courageousely.
nately, the prospect of saving them
“Come meet Mr. Baldinger and continually insinuating and making in the night club.
selves that strenuous walk out to he made his way up, up, up. All he'll show you around.”
Back past the pottery room they
the gym by receiving gym credit was dark and very still. He reached
for the work done on the campus, the third floor. His heart beat in his went and stepped into an enormous
chest
as
he
peeked
around
the
cor
room filled with people doing dif
and the presence of some of our
fairer coeds, inspired the boys to ner . . . Nothing! ! Then he start ferent things.
“Welcome to the Hobby Work
perspire a bit out of proportion to ed up again and ahead he saw . . .
what tho<>e factors should have. A light. Yes, someone was up there. shop" greeted a little man with a
Regardless of what motivated them, Slowly, up and cautiously. The friendly smile. He looked so nice
The United States must occupy return to their respective nations
the students who are doing the light came from the end of a hall that Ambrose lost all fear and he
continue
causing
friction
the countries of Central Europe and and
work should get their share of the way to his left. W ith his pulse beat smiled back.
“Hello, I came exploring,” he keep them occupied until 80 per through distrust and fear of inva
credit, even plctorlally speaking. ing and his breath panting he
'Snuff said.
moved . . . forward. Around a itiid.
sion. Many of the governments in
“Let me show you around” said cent of the populations which are
As soon as ye olde pipe is raised, corner he stuck his head when
the Peabody fence should be sched suddenly . . . ploppp . . . some B. B.. “Over there are a group of peace loving, have been given an exile are made up of cliques with a
uled to come down «one of these thing wet and uncomfortable hit people doing leathercraft. That one opportunity to establish their own militaristic view.
nights? — fraternity man, spare him in the face . . . and stayed boy is making a case for his cam non-militaristic governments, ac
Although they represent in most
those bushes). But if the city of there. Yes, sir, Ambrose couldn’t era. And these people are making
cases
not over 20 per cent of the
cording
to
Dr.
Dinko
Tomasic,
pro
Christmas cards. The man in the
Appleton starts hinting that there see a thing.
they
nevertheless
corner is doing woodwork. That is fessor of sociology at Lawrence populations,
are several hundred tons of unused
“Sorry, old man," said a voice
street car track* still buried in the from somewhere, but Ambrose very interesting, also.”
college. Dr. Tomasic believes that have kept the 80 per ccnt of their
“What is that?" said Ambrose
city’s streets, I am going to draw a couldn't see. The voice started pull
peoples from having a chance to
pointing to a girl sitting on a plat the cost of such occupation would
line somewhere.
ing
the
wet
stuff
from
our
h-oro's
be minor compared to the ultimate live peaceful lives and raise the
form looking straight ahead.”
*
*
*
The female contingent popped up face and he saw a room with these
“She is posing for the gvoup economic and all around gain, and standard of living.
No other country but America
with some quickie about making funny wheels going round and peo around her. Some are painting her that such a program in his opinion
ple
crouched
over
them
working
coffee and doughnuts for the sweat
and those two over there are m ak is the only way in which the world can look objectively at the whole
ing stalwarts—and even singing to with some of the wet stuff that had ing clay models of nor
world picture, and only America is
can prevent another world war.
them. 'Twould be mighty Inspiring greeted Ambrose.
Ambrose stood amazed, then sud
The Lawrence professor, who was in a position to encourage a new
"This is the pottery room," said denly. he stared. “What is tha’ ?"
to swing a pick to the “Strip Pol
forced to remain in this country world order, said the professor, and
“That is the
finger-painting while on a leave of absence from before a world order can bo devel
ka.” As Confuscius would put It, the voice, who turned out to be a
"Thought on matter most appreci friendly, six-footer that Ambrose group. Would you like to try it?"
the University of Zagreb, states oped all countries must agree on
“Gee, I'd love to, but I guess I that the United States is the only basic values. We must segregate
ated, but men only human. Your had seen around school and at the
effort most diverting.'* However, football field. "Those are the potters' can't. I have to go now. I wish I nation that these peoples will t ust factors—those which force nations
you might contribute a few gallons wheels. Here is an example of what could stay longer."
and that the mere presence of together and make for world unity
“Why don't you come back next American soldiers even in small and those which force us apart. B i
of horse liniment and dig up a few you can make" and the boy held up
second-hand copies of Charlie At- a tall, graceful vase. It had been week?" said Mr. Baldinger.
numbers would give the psycholog ologically, we can be fitted to large
“Could I?" and Ambrose was
lass' “How to Win Muscles and In
ical effect necessary to encourage communities and there is nothing
thrilled.
fluence Red Corpuscles" to help the
these peasants to set up democratic to prevent world agreement. This is
he just could not do a thing with
"Why, of course, everyone is neause.
them.
vited, and you can come to Art forms of government. It is absolute also true technologically and eco
*
*
*
1 have not seen the statistics as club meeting, too, if you
That Knox game was a mighty
would ly necessary that all of these coun nomically. The disuniting forces ara
Interesting exhibition; even Schu’s yet, but I imagine that the sum like. We are planning many excit tries be prevented from rearming cultural and psychological. These
efforts to coerce the pep band to total of our penalties must have ing things this year.
It will be mainly as a check toward future latter factors prevent us from form
"altogether on der down beat vunce run up into a mighty impressive Tuesday night, October 13, up here military action, but also as an eco ing a good world order now, but
m it" quotation my own) added their figure. Being offside is one thing; at 7 p. m. Bring your friends with nomic measure to save their nation by settling them regionally we can
al economies.
work toward such a development
bit. Bob Cosier must have washed that is football. Roughing it up is you. I'm sure they’ll like it."
Dr. Tomasic states that the pres in the not too distant future. Wa
"You bet," said Ambrose.
'I'd
his hands thoroughly before he another thing; that is neither good
love to join. See you next Tuesday, ept governments and cliques in lag far behind our technical devel
•nent out to help Peter with the sportsmanship nor football.
Until then—ow reservoir.
each of the European countries w ill opment of social sciences.
and thanks a jot."
•heerleading,- for it appeared that

Lawrentian Explains
Editorial Policy for Year

In the W ind

J

As You Like It

Ambrose Discovers Unusual
World of Arf on Fourth Floor

H

Tomasic Believes That U. S.
Should Occupy Central Europe
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Lawrence W ins
Easy Victory
From Knox Team
Mighty Foe Defeated
By Giordano's Passes
And Team's Blocking
A well-geared passing attack was
unleashed by Coach Bernie Heselton’s Vikings last Saturday out on
W hiting field; and Knox was help
less before it, the final score read
ing Lawrence—32, Knox—6.
Carl Giordana, brilliant sopho
more back, started things off with
a bang when he returned the open
ing kick-off to the Knox 17 yd.
ttripe. However, the Vikes failed to
hit pay dirt on this opportunity and
lost the ball when Dick Miller’s at
tempted field goal fell short. The
rest of the first quarter was play
ed entirely in Knox territory, but
the Vikes failed in all their goalward thrusts.
Giordana's passes
didn’t click in this period mainly
because the Blue and White for
ward wall failed to give him the
protection needed.
Fireworks Start
The fireworks started in the sec
ond quarter when "Spagget’’ return
ed a punt to the Knox 41. A pass.
Giordana to Lucht, put the ball
on the 28, a pass to Zupck placed
it on the 16, and after two running
plays A1 Zupek dived over center,
from the 1-yd. line into pay dirt. M il
ler converted to make it Lawrence
—7, Knox—0. On the next kick-off
Knox recovered a Viking fumble on
our 26 yd. line. However, Joe Greco
pounced on a fumbled lateral three
plays later and Lawrence was out
of danger.
A little later the Vikes look the
ball on their own 35 and marched
65 yds. for another six pointer. A
Giordana to Crossett pass clicked
for 16 yds; and then the Kaukauna
rambler started wide around his
right end, and on the dead run
Ihrew a perfect strike to Bill Bur
ton who was down on the Knox
19 yd. line. Then in one of the pret
tiest runs of the day, Giordana
rnaked his way down the middle
of the 1 ft. line. Zupek again shov
ed it over. Miller's attempted place
ment was wide. After that first
quarter
Lawrence
looked
like
champions the rest of the way.
After the intermission Giordana
flipped to Crossett. who was down
ed on the Knox 35, but the invad
ers braced and took the ball on
downs. However, the Vikes were
not to be denied; and a few plays
later the Kaukauna soph tossed one
1o Zupck in the flat and Big A)
leally turned on the steam to run
40 yds. for the score. Some nice
blocks helped him on his way. . .
Miller added the extra point, and
left Iho game a few minutes later
on a slugging charge. There was no
more scoring during the third pe
riod as a Knox threat was stopped
when Greco intercepted
and
a
T^wrence thrust was effectively
choked by the same method.
Final Period
Early in the final period Knox
passed its way to a touchdown
against the Blue and White re
serves, Robinson counting. Then the
first string went in and things start
ed popping. Bill Crossett, snatched
a Knox pass and rolled down the
sidelines to the 1-yd. line. Four men
had a hold of him on the way. but
he brushed them off like so many
flies. Zupek again counted. Lucht’s
kick was blockcd. The Vikes still
had one more time to count. Bur
ton did it by making a beautiful
diving catch of Rhode’s pass in the
end zone. Zupek’« kick was low.
It would be difficult to single out
individuals to praise, as everyone
looked good. However. Carl Gior
dana in his first home appeannco
was little short of spectacular. Gre
co and Maertzweiler were out
standing in the line, and Bahnson.
Burton. Messenger, Bucsing. Cur
ry. and Steward. In the backfield
Zupek, Crossett,
and Lucht all
played marvelously, and added ma
terially to Giordana's brilliance
with some nice blocking.

Football Schedule
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
ton.
Oct.
Oct.

3— Knox at Appleton.

10—Open.
17—Monmouth at Apple
24—COE HOMECOMING.
31—Ripon at Ripon.

ZUPEK SCORES FOR LAWRENCE— Al Zupek, junior fullbock, thunders over for one of the four touchdowns he scored os
Lawrence threshed Knox, 32 to 6, in a Midwest conference gome at Whiting field Saturday. Zupek is on his elbows ond
knees while Referee Darling signals that he's over. (Post-Crescent Photo.)

Greek Sports

|b y

kasey

s t e p iia n i

A

RAGGED
Phi
Delt
team,
showing very little spark and
offensive drive, won 41-0
over a fighting Phi Tau aggregation
BY JO HN GREGG
to open the 1942 interfraternity
As everyone has seen the football team is off to a great start . . . touch football season last Tuesday
the Giordana-Zupek combination looks to me like a championship afternoon.
ticket. Knox had a seven and eight man line to stop our running i The Phi Delts aerial attack bog
attack in the first half so Carl passed ’em silly. . . . Monmouth was ged down midway in the first half
which ended 20-0. The score tells
beaten by our passes last year—w ill probably play a six man line little of the story which saw every
and spread pass defense a week from tomorrow. Agaiast a six man break go to the Phi Delts. while
Phi Kappa Tau filled the air with
line our ground attack should run them into the sod.
passes in the second half in a vain
O *
*
*
attempt to score.
A few Conference predictions for next week:
Morris Stars
Beta Theta Pi, led by the open
Cornell 14— Beloit 6 . . . from pre-season dope, Cornell should do
better, but Beloit looked as good beating Coe last week as Cornell running of Wes Morris and Al
Fraser, bowled over Sigma Phi
in beating Ripon.
Epsilon 32-13. The Betas second
Ripon 12— Coe 1
Scarlissi is still about the best back in tho half short pass game played havoc
with the fast charging Sig Ep line,
conference and should get loose against Coe’s not too strong line.
Grinnell 7— Knox 0
The K nox defense w ill hold G rinnell, but scoring three times in seven m in
utes to win.
K nox is short of scoring punch.
The Sig Ep attack faltered in Ihe
•
•
•
•
closing minutes after holding the
Joe Greco and Bob Curry surely look small out there compared to Betas to a 13-7 score midway in
the second half. The defensive line
the rest of the Viking and the Knox lines, but they were both poison. play of the Sig Ep forward wall
. . . Crossett was really playing for money Saturday; really cutting kept the Sig Eps in the game all
cut there for passes and that one man flying wedge down the side the way.

Defenders Idle
line after he intercepted a Knox pass looked like the work of two
The defending champions. Delta
Chicago Bears fullbacks.
Tau Delta, were idle on the Tues
*

O

*

*

Although he scored four touchdowns. Al Zupek was lost in the
newspaper writeups of the game, but ol* Al was blocking like mad
and was easily the outstanding defensive back on the field. Al of
course, has a long head start for conference scoring honors. Zupek
and Giordana for all conference! ! ! . . . Saturday's Viking end play
was the best I've seen in four years up here. Maertz and Burton
messed the interference up horribly, and then Zupek, Greco, or
Lucht would come up and make the kill at or darn near the line of
scrimmage.
Jim Steward played a great game at guard, resting Messenger
w ho spent Thursday and Friday in bed. Stu just w ouldn't be moved
out of there on defense and looks O K on offense. On seeing “Mess’’
break through the line and smear a Knox back for a loss, Heselton
was heard to say " J --- ! ! !. I'll have to send Messenger to the i n 
firm ary every Thursday! !”
*
*
*
*

One year ago this issue: An eleven yard Zupek to Crossett pass
in the second quarter proved enough for a 6-2 win over a strong
Grinnell eleven. The Vikes played all afternoon inside the Knox
twenty yard line a week later in mud and rain, but no score, 0-0.

Heselton Pleads
For Grid Manager

Mathematics Is
Navy Deficiency

The football team is in dire straits
for a manager. Our freshman man
ager is doing most of the work now,
and It robs the team of some of my
time when I have to keep hounding
incompetent managers to get any
work done or even get them out to
practice.
There must be a couple of willing
upperclassmen who want to help us
out in our football drive this year
This is a plea for a very nccessary
man. I sincerely hope there will be
a willing response.
Bernie Heselton, coaeh.

Lack of fundamental education in
mathematics presents a major ob
stacle in selection and training of
midshipmen for commissioning as
ensigns in the navy. Dr. H. T. Ettlinger. University of Texas mathe
matics professor, points out. quot
ing a letter of Adm. Chester W.
Nimitz.
"Of 8,000 applicants—all college
graduates—some 3,000 had to be re
jected because they had had no
mathematics or insufficient mathe
matics at college nor had they ever
taken plane trigonometry,” Nimitz
wrote.
He added that "75 per cent of the

day schedule, but there is no doubt
about the potency of their attack.
At 4 today they meet the Sig Eps.
The Phis will match the Betas in
the feature game of the afternoon.
In “B" team games, the Phi Delts
beat the Phi Taus 36-6. and the
Betas defeated the Sig Eps 1-0 on a
forfeit.
*
*
*
The interfraternity golf meet,
held at Butte des Morts Country
club, developed into a two team
battle. From the start it was ap
parent that the Delts and the Phi
Delts were head and shoulders
above the rest of the field. How
ever. in the end the Delts asserted
their superiority in no uncertain
terms and won with a comfortable
margin of 12 strokes. The Phi Delts
finished 58 strokes ahead of the
Betas to take second place while
the Sig Eps finished fourth, four
strokes behind the Betas. The Phi
Taus did not compete.

Coach Martin
Leaves School
To Join Navy
Arranges Exhibition
Match With World
Famous Tennis Player
A« his final gesture to Lawrence
college t-tudents before joining the
Sea Beits, tennis coach, Paul Mar*
tin. has arranged for an exhibition
match to be played on the college
courts here Saturday afternoon be
tween Charles Hare, one of the top
ten players in the world, and hnnself. Martin, considered among the
best teaching professionals in the
United States, is also capable of
extending any of the stars al
though his tennis activity for sev
eral years has been mainly con
fined to teaching. He has made lo n f
strides in building up an outstand
ing tennis squad at Lawrence col
lege, and two of his doubles teams
will play two sets each against
Hare and Martin following the 2
out of 3 set singles match between
the pros.
Charles E. Hare, a 27 year old
Englishman, first attracted atten
tion when he won the AU--England
junior championship in 1933. After
beating Fred Perry in 1935, he
represented England in internation
al matches and was a member of
the British cup teams of 1937, ’38,
and ’39. During a Davis cup inter
zone final between the United
States and Great Britain he once
played a terrific 17-15 set against
Don Budge. Although Hare is an
outstanding singles player, his forte
has always been in doubles, where
his great southpaw service and se
vere net game have long been
recognized. The matches will »«tart
at 2:15 and will be free to the pub
lic.
Martin leaves Lawrence Novem
ber 1st to join the Navys construc
tion battalion as a petty officer.

pleasing to them because it not
only enabled them to regain the
trophy which they lost to the Phi
Delts last year but it also set them
Scores Poor
off to a flying start in the race for
Though the team race proved in the supremacy cup.
teresting. the individual scores Results:
were unsatisfactory in view of the Delta Tau Delta—361
fact that the weather was perfect.
Butke—85. Patten— 88. Van HenGordy Butke was medalist with 85.
gle—92, Chilsen—96.
Bud Francke was a surprise second Phi Delta Theta—373
with a fine 87, and Wally Patten
Francke— 87. Zentner—90, Nolaa
was third with an 88. Only three
—96. Lange—100.
birdies were bagged all day. Butke Beta Theta Pi—431
had a 4 on the par 5, 446 yd., fourth
Fraser—98. MorrislOO. Haslangef
hole: Bud Francke had a deuce on
—109. Boon— 124.
the 154 yd., par 3, fifth; and Don Sigma Phi Epsilon—435
Zrntner ran down a 3 on the 342
Bergquist — 98, Simpson. — 102,
yd., par 4. ninth hole.
Flanagan—115, W ilch—120.
The Delts’ victory was especially
failures in the study of navigation
must be attributed to the lack of
adequate knowledge of mathemat
ics. A candidate for training for a
commission in the naval reserve
cannot be regarded as good mater
ial unless he has taken sufficient

mathematics.**

(ACP>

Correction!
In the last issue of the La wrentian Warren Buesing was referred
to as captain of the football team.
“Bues" was acting captain only in
the Carleton game since the team
has not elected the captain for this
year.
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High Scoring Heselton
Y ear Expected
In Conference
To Quote

Lawrence, Monmouth
Beloit and Cornell
Take Opening Game
MIDWEST CONFERENCE FOOTBALL
Ptv Opp.
W.
L.
Pet.
0
1.0011
0
1
12
0
1
0
1.000
14
1.000
•
1
0
32
a
1.000
1
1
7
6
.000
1
•
la
•
i
1
.00«
6
I)
.ooo
1
•
32
0
.000
1
•
14

Beloit
Cornell
Lawrence
Monmouth
Coe
Grinneil
Knox
Ripon

RECENT SCORES:
Beloit 12. Coe 0.
Cornell 14. Ripon 0.
Lawrence 32. Knox 6.
Drake 7, Grinneil 6.
Millikin 14. Monmouth 8.
THIS WEEKS GAMES
Saturday:
Cornell at Beloit. '
Coe at Ripon.
Grinneil at Knox.
Monmouth at Augiistana.

LAWRENCE KICK OFF MEN— Shown obove ore Dick Miller, star tackle, and George
Lucht, heady quarterback, who do all the kicking off for Lawrence. The ball already has
been booted on its way. Miller played football for the first time in his life last year and was
a standout, blocking at least one kick in almost every game and never missing a field goal
Or point after touchdown. Lucht is a sharp blocker and ace pass receiver.

Maertzweiler

Camera Club to Hold
Meeting in Main Hall

Burton

Four ycuts ago this fall the camp- BY JOHN GREGG
«is was ringing with the name ot
Bill Burton, sophomore right end
“Maertzweiler.” Now Paul Maertz on the varsity is an Appleton boy;
weiler ha« taken up where his
brother, Joe, an all-conference lives right across the street from
quarterback of 1Ü39, left oil; and Alexander gym. Bill played two
• gain the campus is ringing with years of varsity football at Apple
that name “Maertzweiler.” ’•Maertz’’, ton high school and three years of
better known as “Moitz”, Is holding basketball, selected all-confcrence
down the left flank on Bernic Hes* his senior year. Bill and left end
Maertzweiler are the two smallest
•Ito n’a 1942 “Victorious Vikings."
“Moitz” propped at Rufus King but two of the fastest ends in the
high school in Milwaukee and came conference. Burton is recognized as
to Lawrence in the fall of ’40. lie a defensive end, but he caught two
Has first string end on the frosh passes, one for a touchdown last
eleven that year and earned his Saturday.
In private life. Bill is now a Dclt
numerals. In his sophonupre year he
played understudy to George Stu “Wart,” under orders, and will be
art, and earned his letter. This initiated soon, he hopes. He was
year “Moitz” has come into his own president of the Delta Tau Delta
and is really playing fine ball as pledge class last year. He was out
evidenced by the fact that he caught for freshman wrestling last winter
one touchdown puss in the Carleton and was all-school doubles champ
game and played sterling defensive with A1 Held in hand ball and run 
ball in both the Carleton and Knox ner up in the singles. Incidentally,
games. Opposing teams respect he’s looking for a doubles partner
I^awrence's left flank and seldom in this year’s tilt.
try to go around that end. ••MoitzV
number 13 is definitely a bad luck Anderson Announces
omen- bad luck for the opposition, j
“Moitz” Is a Delt and participates i Smoking in Main Hall
Smoking in the Town Girls’ rocm
In all of his fraternity's activities.
He runs tne hurdles and high and special men's lounge in the
Jumps with the track team and was northwest corner of Main Hall will
be allowed this year according to
on the athletic board last year.
Dean Anderson. Smoking in any
other part of the building is strict
ly prohibited.

Don't Ever Believe
What They Tell You

Robert J. Woods, whose college
professors told him he never would
be an aeronautical engineer, is the
Youngstown-born designer of the
Bell Airacuda and the Bell AiraCobra.
Woods was orphaned at 17 and
Worked to send himself through
high school and night school.
When his family's estate was set
tled. he received $ 1,200 and with
this money attended the University
of Michigan.
One day one of his professors de
tained h>m long enough to advise:
“Woods, you’d better give up
your aeronautical engineering a n d
spcialize in something else. You’re
Just not cut out for it. You'll never
make an aeronautical engineer. It's
not in you.”
After a series of positions w i t h
the Towle Aircraft company, the
Detroit Aviation corporation. Lock
heed and Consolidated, Woods went
with Bell as n chief e n e im w when
he was 30. <ACP>

Coming
Convocations
Monday. October 12—
Dean Anderson w ill talk with
the new students.
Thursday, October IS—
Music by a member of the
conservatory faculty.

The Camera club will hold its
first meeting of the year tonight at
7 o’clock on the fourth floor in the
Hobby Workshop. General plans
will be made for a project construc
tive to some type of war work.
The club is now* planning to de
velop an exhibit of photographs
which will be presented to the col
lege next spring.

Six of the eigfyt member teams
scored at least one touchdown each
in their opening , league games to
get the Midwest conference football
race off to its expected high scoring
season. The games thus far have av
eraged 19 points each and this is be
lieved to be just the beginning.
Following the second week of
play Cornell and Monmouth, origi
nal favorites, hold the lead with Be
loit and Lawrence who showed un
expected strength last Saturday..
Lawrence especially looked good by
unleashing a pass attack that a fa
vored Knox team could not cope
with. The Siwash line showed well
as expected, however, and Knox is
bound to be a factor in the chase.
Beloit scored a two touchdown
win over Coe, the first Beloit win
over the Kohawks since the golden
twenties. Cornell proved that their
pre-season enthusiasm was well
founded when it beat the defending
champions. Ripon, by a score of 14
to 0. The Cornell line made the d if
ference. Monmouth is with the lead
ers because of a 7 to 6 win over
Grinneil a week ago. Grinneil this
week had the misfortune to lose an
other game by the score of 7 to 6,
this time to Drake. The Monmouth
Scots dropped a non-conference af
fair to M illikin 14 to 6.

Everyone played good ball against
Knox last Saturday, and I was well
satisfied with the game. We were
physically and mentally set for
Knox, and we started off on the
right foot. Giordana's opening kickoff return to their 17 gave us an
extra shot at conlidence and jolted
Knox a little bit. Our scoring the
first touchdown helped too. I con
tend that the team that scores first
usually will do 25 percent better
tha.i otherwise and the other team
perhaps 25 per cent less.
The bright lights from a coach's
standpoint were the showing of
Steward and Curry. They played
very well and will not only make
good subs, but will push plenty for
starting positions. Bahnson and
Messenger both played marvelous
ball. I’d like to send Messenger to
the infirmary every Thursday. He
turned in his best game for Law
rence Saturday, and Bahnson really
found himself at tackle. Ken has
always played end but has had to
shift to tackle because we are short
there. He’s really getting to know
the ropes at his new post. Miller
and Greco played their usual top
notch games, and Maertzweiler and
Burton turned in bang up jobs at
the ends. It suffices to say that I
wouldn’t trade our backfield for
any in the conference. Buesing is
handicapped by his shoulder, and
had his upper arm taped to his
side, but he'll play a lot of ball
this year.
Now don’t get the idea that this
is a championship team. We go out
after the championship every year
and things do look good, but every
game will be awfully tough. We
pride ourselves on having the most
evenly matched competition of any
league in the country except per
haps the “Big Nine.” Ripon still has
Scalissi. and Beloit is stronger than
last year—and we lost to both these
teams last year. Monmouth should
be a bit tougher than the rest, but
we’ve got to take them all................
The backfield poise is wonderful,
and line play is vicious and im 
proving daily, but they’ve still got
a long way to come. The morale
is awfully high in view of so many
shifts in position. It is really ad
mirable.
Let’s remember that the only
games in the bag this season are
the two we've already played. Let’s
forget Knox; that’s all over. We've
got to look ahead and work for
the coming games.

Join Scrap Drive
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Button, Frosh

Eclairs and
Cream Puffs

f ■■■MAN

,s

5c each

7REEMAM

ELM TREE Bakery

CMOeSToR MEM

7000
PARKER
FOUNTAIN PENS

5,95 to 8.50

LOOSE LEAF PAPER
RING BOOKS
WE REPAIR
TYPEWRITERS
at

214 E. College Are.

BUTT-SEAMED
M OCCASIN

GENERAL OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

mo<catin nmfort.
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Thick-

m e llo - fa n n e d

M odern Dry Cleoner

tnoccatln leather*. Genuine

BETTER DRY CLEANER
222 East College Ave.
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HECKERT SH OE C O .

Y o u r E a s t E n d P o s ta l S u b - S ta tio n

The College Shoe Store
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Dean Anderson "The Judge " Undertakes Task
Begins Series
O f Molding New Lawrence Choir
Of War Talks
Education Vital
To War Effort
Dean Asserts

COEDS HAVE HISTORICAL NAMES— Betsy Ross and Bar
bara Fritsche are students at Lawrence college this year, and
it's not a gag. Miss Ross, left, who bears the name of the girl
credited with sewing the first Americon flog, is a junior and
Miss Fritsche, right, whose name is pronounced the some but
not spelled the same as the heroine of Whittier's famous pcem,
is a freshman.
‘

Begin Course
In Military
Work at Gym
Most of Enrolled Men
Are Lawrence Students
Interested in Draft
Ninety young men, most of whom
ore Lawrence students, began the
pre-induction
military
training
course at the Alexander Gym na
sium last Wednesday evening. The
course which is sponsored by the
Appleton Junior Chamber of Com
merce and Lawrence College, is
designed to provide civilians and
draftees with knowledge of basic
military subjects and modern m ili
tary methods. It should be useful
both to those who are about to en
ter the armed services for the first
time nnd for those with previous
training, who wish to secure knowl
edge of the latest procedures, as
well r.s any others who w’ish to
acquaint themselves with military
training.
Two Dollar Fee
The two dollar registration fee
covers the cost of the cap and the
textbook, "Essentials of Infantry
Training.” The remainder of the
costs are covered by voluntary
contributions.
Classes will be held each Wed
nesday evening from seven to ten
o’clock until December 16th. Army
organization, military law. first aid,
map work, marksmanship, com
munication and drill regulations
are only a few of the subjects
v hich will be included.

New Students
Begin School

|At the

|Conservatory
BY DAYTON GRAFMAN
HI MU ALPHA-SINFONIA, na
tional music fraternity for men,
held a rushing party Tuesday,
October 6, at the conservatory to
commemorate Founders day.
Twenty-five persons attended the
gathering which took place in the
Dean's studio.
Faculty members
who were present included: Dean
Carl J. Waterman, voice; C'yni*
Daniel, theory and composition; A l
bert Glockzin, public school m u
sic; La Vahn Maesch, organ and
musical history; and Edward Dix,
piano.
The Gamma Zeta chapter here at
Lawrence was founded in 1937. Wesly Tepley is the president. _______

P

DATE BOOK
Monday, October 19—Gertrude
Claver, pianist, 8 p. m., Conserv
atory.
Thursday, October 22—Helen
Jepson, soprano, 8:15 p. m..
Chapel.
Mrs. Claver’s recital will consist
of Beethoven, Chopin, Ravel, Hindemuth and Shostakovich.
The
complete program will be given in
next week's Lawrentian.
Watch
for it!

Join Scrap Drive

Last Monday Dean Anderson gave
the first of a series of talks on edu
cation in relation to the war ef
fort. President Barrows is working
with Dean Anderson in presenting
what promises to be a very worth
while subject, and one in which we,
as true Lawrentians, should be very
interested.
To begin his talk, Dean Ander
son referred to the current idea
that college students supposedly
live apart from the world, neglect
ing its problems. We, however, be
lieve that colleges are a most im 
portant factor in carrying on our
democratic culture. Educational in
stitutions have always had three es
sential functions: <1) to conserve
values and traditions of the past
worth saving, (2 ) to train a rising
generation in the art of adjustment,
vocational and otherwise, to the
contemporary world in which it
exists, and (3) to-push back t h e
curtains of ignorance in "pursuit of
new truth which will enable suc
ceeding generations to live more
nobly than their antecedent. If one
feels that he is accomplishing these
three things, he is on the way to
becoming well educated. Therefore,
colleges must not be for fun and
frivolity, but built on the foundation
of a serious purpose in the minds
of each of its students.
Tramping Grounds
Our colleges began as the tramp
ing grounds for ministers. Gradual
ly they changed their curriculum
as more men deemed it necessary
to educate themselves. Jefferson
was a pioneer in this broadening of
education. The great period of ex
pansion. however, has been in the
last half century. Now education
includes every phase of American
life. More Americans are in insti
tutions of higher learning than any
other nationality in the world. This
works decidedly for the good of
democracy, as its people become
better able to cope with its needs.
We at Lawrence are attending a
liberal arts college which we be
lieve will best fit us to adjust our
selves to new environments of the
future. We must not get in ruts of
developing in one respect alone.

— Shoes For —
Women Only

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
carried out for entertainment dur»
ing intermission. The homecom
ing dance at the big gym Saturday
night will be strictly informal.
Lights will be utilized for decora
tion in order to decrease costs. The
band has not yet been contracted.
Awards for the best decoration«
and floats will be presented during
intermission, and the football cak*
w ill be served to the members of
the team.
Rumors Circulate
Rumors have been circulating to
the effect that the homecoming
committee has a surprise in store.
Committee members refuse to dis
close the secret, but promise that
everyone will know during tha
dance intermission—and not beforal
Milton Promer heads the committed
and is assisted by Marjorie Chivers, John Fengler, Jeanne Foot®,
Dee Framberg. Bob Heffren, Dick
Nelson, Jack Nowak, Ruth SchulM
and Ev. Turley.
Main Hall dome will be lighted
Friday,
Saturday
and
Sunday
nights for the benefit of homecom
ing visitors and alumni. The towns
people have promised their sup
port, and many shop windows will
carry homecoming displays.

Du Shane Speaks in
Convocation Program
Donald Du Shane, dean of men,
spoke at convocation Thursday, Oc
tober 8. on the topic “The College
and Social Need." Mr. Du Shane'*
address was one of a series of talks
following the theme, “What College
Means,” suggested by Mr. Ander
son in convocation Monday, OcU>
ber 5.

As Ad ve r t i s e d i n " M A D E M O I S E L L E ”

MAKE LIFE EASY WITH

l a z y

SPORTS
Saddles, Ghillies. Bicycles, Moc
casins,
Combinations,
Black,
Brown, Tans.
Sizes 3 to 10
AAA to C

Casuals
Tan
Town Brown
Kona Wine
Cherry Red
Snorting Green

19

lO U

ÇuteUSkoetfol li/udV oyA Your Chance to
Get Genuine
LA ZY

BONES

BROGUES

COSTELLO

W hile the sizes
still complete.

--- PLUS

Orientation Week
Precedes Classes
The class of 194G, encouraging
despite the demands of the war, as
sembled for the first time on the
Lawrence college campus Thursday
morning. September 17, for a week
of orientation prior to the start of
classes September 21. The program,
streamlined somewhat compared to
other years, included examinations,
conferences, and social life. Regis
tration was held Thursday morning
and a reception for new students
was held at President Barrows'
home that evening.
An indoor picnic was held Friday
night in the north campus gym fol
lowed by a frolic. Fraternity a n d
sorority rushing started Saturday.
Special vesper services were late
Sunday afternoon.

Button, Frosh

Lawrence Wins
Weekend Plans

F L E X IB L E S H A N K S H O E S

$3.30

ABBOTT

but rather broaden ourselves and
our brain capacities, enabling us to
fit any need, serve any position. We
don’t want short cuts to success. We
are willing to work up the hard
way and be of real benefit to so
ciety. We will tfe able thus to do
something besides our own partic
ular job. We can use our leisure
wisely and benefit others.
You Lawrentians have chosen a
good college, and we believe here
you will get training that will make
you able and hence will make you
free.

speak from experience? . . . very
interesting possibilities, then sea
the Judge today! Don't be afraid—
he won't bite. He promises!

?•*•! ——

RIO Starts SATURDAY
BUD

The Judge is in office again! To
any Lawrentian, present or past,
(well not too far past) those words
hold a world of meaning. They
mean that the Lawrence choir is
meeting again under the guidance
of our beloved dean of the Con.
Carl J. Waterman, (Judge to you
. . . and to me.)
Like Toscanini, the Judge will
never be made into a legend, for he
is already that legend in himself.
(Now, don’t be so modest, take a
bow!) He’s the fellow who plays
with us, laughs with us, cries with
us, and with his two hands molds
us into what w’e are, just about the
best college choir in the country.
There’s been a lot of talk floating
around to the effect that this is the
year the choir will slump, that so
many of our tenors and basses are
gone, that we haven’t a chance. But
the dean snorts, and I quote, “You
sing; let me worry.” Unquote. He
makes no bones about the fact that
his soprano and alto sections this
year are the best he's ever had.
Of course the choir is much larg
er now than it will be. Everyone
will get a chance to sing in the
Christmas festival, which will again
be this year, I hope, Handel's '’Mes
siah.” Immediately afterwards the
concert choir will be chosen.
There are still a few vacancies
left in the bass and first tenor sec
tions. So if you want to sing one of
these two parts, if you like to sing,
and if next spring you want to
work like a dog in preparation for
a tour which holds . . . (may I

are

All Brown
or
Brown & White

APPLETON HARDWARE CO.
Telephone 1897

Paints

425 W. College Ave
Appleton, Wis.

*

Varnishes

T heH ECKERTSHOECO.
The College Shoe Store
119 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wi*.
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Pep Committee 'Beck Publishes
Begins Season
Group Organizes Pep
Band and Prepares for
All-College Work Day
The pep commiltce has already
given evidence of its work this yeai
at the convocation program last
Week Thursday, and at ttie Knox
game Saturday.
One of the committee's duties,
according to the student b<jdv con
stitution, is to promote organized
Cheering at athletic contests. The*
Committee, led by Marguerite Sc-hufnan, consists of Pete Rasey, Olin
Mead, Shirley Loth, and Bob Whi t 
aker.
Plan B it Day
This year the group planned allcollege day, organized the pep
band, is planning work day, and is
Working in conjunction with the
homecoming committee. It is their
duty to supervise anything not u n 
der direct control of either the so
cial or entertainment committee.
According to Marguerite, one of
the main objectives of the commit
tee this year is to have each stu
dent learn all of the college songs
end yells, a plan which met with
little success in previous years.

Critical Essay
In Iowa M agazine

r

Works of Virginia
Woolf are Subject
Of College Professor
“For Virginia Woolf," a critical
essay by Warren Beck, professor of
English, appears in the latest issue
r»f American Prefaces, This num 
ber of the magazine, a publication
of the University of Iowa, is de
voted entirely to a symposium on
the writer in the modern world.
Mr. Beck's essay centers around
Virginia Woolf's last, posthumous
ly published novel, Between the
Acts, but also compares it to two
other representative works of hers,
Orlando and Mrs. Dal low ay, in an
attempt to show that the author
“did interrelate subjective individ
ualism and the social orders.'*

Sensibility

"Virginia Woolf’s preoccupation
with sensibility has not been an im 
mersion in it.'* writes Mr. Beck.
“She tried to judge the caprices of
self-conscious mind as a historical
fact, the fruit of Renaissance and
Romanticism, and perhaps also oi
inexplicable growth in its own due
tune. . . .
“To probe the innermost layer*
of mentation and to describe ils
persistent characteristics as V ir
Rev. Spicer Talks
ginia Woolf has done in all her no
vels is certainly as realistic as the
To Students Sunday
method of hard-boiled, dead-pan
The religious discussion grouo. objectivity; to relate the flow o£
ponsored by Dr. Thomas Kepler individual consciousness to large
ud directed by the Lawrence col political and social contours of the
lege religious association met Sunl»ast and present as Virginia Woolf
day, following Vespers, from 7 to 8 has done in her last novel is cer
p. m., on the second floor of the tainly as realistic as narration from
Student Union.
the viewpoint of an extreme prole
Dave Austin, chairman, explain tarian sentimentality. Nor is the
ed that the purpose of the group. fictional panoramic anything more
In keeping with the democratic than so much scenery unless it in 
•pirit, is to break down the ii^ol- cludes modes of being and uncov
frant confines which have been set ers springs of individual action.
tip by denoininatlonalism by wid Comprehensiveness in the novel de
ening our religious viewpoint. In mands not only sociological but
our exchange of ideas we may be psychological dimensions.
aided in the solving of problems
England's Case
that come up In our religious think“Between The
Acts’* indeed
tog
brings England's case up to date.
Spicer Speaks
Moreover, it has disclosed the em
Reverend William Spicer, of the ergent problem of the modern in 
A ll Saints Episcopal church of A p dividual's fate in terms penetratpleton, was then introduced as the ingly humane and therefore im 
leader of the evening’s discussion, plicative against totalitarianism's
lie gave a short talk on the devel harsh impersonality. Thus the book
opment of the Church of Englu id. should have power, if received, to
in which he told how the Episco hearten other artists who would ad
pal church in America was found vocate man's rights and envisage
ed early in the country’s history by his happiest future, since such con
Members of that English church. cepts arc relatives to the facts of
He expluined how the Episcopal temperament.
Church
takes a
middle-ground
By rendering what she called
stand between the Roman Catho reality’s “luminous halo", Virginia
lic and the Protestant churches.
Woolf has reminded a tragically
Reverend Spicer then opened a preoccupied generation of the dygeneral discussion, and proceeded t.amic mystery of mind, which be
to answer the questions which his
comes the one enduring source of
talk had brought from several cf
fortitude and a common hope, and
those present.
hence remains a central theme for
Interest High
literary art."
The interest of the entire group
Was so great that Reverend Spicer
agreed to continue the discussion meets every other Sunday after
Until 8:30
Vesper services, from 7 to 8 p. m..
The religious discussion group in Hamar Union.

Group Discusses
English Church

S

Etching Exhibit at Library
Pictures Beauties of Nature
Picturesque bits of the out-ofThe visitor to the exhibition is
doors are featured in a group of apt to question, however, the at
etchings by Frank A. Waugh now tempt made in some of the etchings
On exhibition in the Lawrence col to translate an appeal peculiar to
lege library. A native of Sheboy the park or the garden into another
gan Falls. Wisconsin, Mr. Waugh art.
for the greater part of his life has
Can the art of landscape etching
been a landscape architect and be mixed or interchanged with that
teacher at Massachusetts State col of landscape architecture any more
lege in Amherst. The nature which than can the art of music with that
lie presents in his etchings is that of painting?
“Quiet Pool,’’ “The
which a landscape designer and all Gate." and “Lac aux Corps. Fon
true nature-lovers can savour with tainebleau’’ are merely dull tran
great relish.
scriptions of details from another
Beauty in the outdoor world is, art. They cannot in themselves be j
•s the artist writes in one of his culled true works of art.
many books, essential “to our
Happier are the moments when 1
spiritual and intellectual existence, Frank Waugh approaches with his
— almost necessary to our very etching needle the untouched raw
ihysicnl life." Such a vital qual- materials of nature with the same
ty Impregnates n number of the fresh directness as at other times
etchings. “November Haze" is one with his landscape designer's pen
example, in which three birch sap cil. From such moments come the
lings rise rhythmically into the sky best of his efforts, some of them
from a grey stretch of farmland. genuinely thrilling in their appeal.
“ White Ash” is another, recalling “Sugar House" would be numbered
So would “David
the welcome shade of a great tree among them.
In the corner of some cow pasture Grayson's Elm,” "Four Chestnuts,"
On a hot summer’s afternoon. An “Meadow Brook," “Beech Woods."
©Id covered bridge is featured in a It is creations like these that make
third, presented with the startling- the artist’s life worth living.
The exhibition is open daily to
1y clear form that strong sunlight
the public until October 24.
• U give.
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Soldier a Planned Parcel
for Christmas
Army and Navy Authorities Say that All Christmas
Parcels lor Men Overseas Must Be Mailed During
October.
October is the month to get off your Christmas parcels to men overseas. Order your
Planned Parcels for Christmas early, so that you may be sure they will arrive in time.
Planned Parcels offer a big variety of parcels, two of which are mentioned in detail
below. Every parcel has been made up to fit the requirements of overseas mailing
and gives a balanced assortment of foodstuffs and utilities that boys want and need.
Planned Parcels are pocked in special containers to insure delivery in perfect condi
tion over a voyage of thousands of miles.

"VOYAGER" $2.99

"LIGHTNING " $4.49

Delicious pound Olde Virginia round
cake, Pound English Style Toffee, Butter
Cookies, Hard Candies, Mints, Blades,
Toothbrush, Shoving Cream . . . things
the serviceman wants and needs.

A genuine Military Fountain Pen ond
Pencil set, a large two pound size
Tewkesbury Rum Fruit and Nut Cake,
Sewing Kit, Butter Cookies, Candies,
Post Cards . . . a box full of delicious
ond practical needs.

Each Price Includes Delivery Anywhere in the
World Where U. S. Mail is Delivered
O t h e r C h r is t m
o n

a s

G if t s

O v e r s e a s

Military Sewing K its ..................... 10c to I1.7S
t in t Aid K its .................................. 35c to 75«
Shoe Shine K its ............................................ 75o
Military Brush and Comb Sets................ 12 00
Military Brushes .................. 29c and S1.00 ea.
Waterproof Roll (not fitted) ....................81.25
Fitted Utility Cases .......................... 75c to $8
File and Comb in case............................... 100
Razor Blades ............................... 29« and ff.OO
V-Mail Stationery, 48 sheets.......................50o
Jeep Notes, no envelope needed.......... box 25o
Army, Navy, and Air Force Stationery 59c to SI
Bugle Notes (envelopes and stationery
in folder) .................................................
Writing Portfolios In Khaki and Navy $1 and S3

fo r

M

e n

D u t y

Diary for Men in the Services, wrspped ready
to mail ..................................................
Books for Amusement or Serious
Reading ................ ................. $1.00 to S3.50
White Handkerchiefs .................... 25c to $1.00
Fabrle Money Belts, white or k h a k i........ 81.00
Leather Money belts, adjustable for size .. 82.00
Leather Bill Folds, black, tan. brown 81.00 to 85
Neck Cords of Liveglass by Hickok, for wear
ing Identification tags ..................... 30c ea.
Ties for Service Men ..................... 50c and 81
White Linen Handkerchiefs . . . . box of 3, $1.25
White Linen Handkerchiefs . 35c ea„ 3 for $1 <»0
White Cotton Handkerchiefs, 25c ea.. Sc 2 for 2oe
Fountain Pens ............................. *3,95„ ? ap
Eversharp Pencils .............................
Ui*
Pen and Pencil Sets .............................. $® UP

LEKTRVLITE
CI6ARETTE LI6HTEH
Trythe famous fUmeloss Lektrolite.
It is the on* cigarette lighter that
cannot fail. No winds can blow it
out No bother about'constant re-!
filling. No flame. No falling
sparks. No odor. The magic glow,
releasea no staia produdna oubJ
stancea frogs cigarette«.

$1.00 to $5.95

Ronson
Cigarette
Lighters
$5.00 to $0.50
The “Ronson” is one of our
most popular cigarette light
ers because it is so dependsble. It comes in several siz
es and in silver or chrome fin
ish. A grand gift for a man in
service in the United States or
overseas.
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